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Abstract

In our paper “QRKE Extensions” [1] we suggested a Diffie-Hellman-type Key Exchange and an El Gamal Encryption  

scheme based on the RVB algorithm. However, a signature scheme exactly mirroring the procedures in the DH frame is  
not possible when using RVB due to the inherent mathematical properties. We present a private authentication scheme  

which can be extended to a public signature scheme on the cost of dropping one key.

1. Preliminaries

In modern communication,  data encryption alone doesn’t  meet all  the requirements  of the users.  To prevent  from 
certain attacks, an additional signature of the message is required in many cases. The RVB encryption scheme between 

two participants  A  and  B  is based on a common real parameter  X  and two secret integer values  a  and  b . In order 
to agree on a shared key,  A  and  B  compute

Y a=T a( X) , Y b=T b(X )

and communicate  Y a ,Y b   through a public channel. Since

Z=T b(Y a)=T a(Y b)=T a∗b(X )

they posses a common secret. 

If  Y a , X   are bound to a certificate,  a  held private by  A , the certificate is nothing but an Electronic Identity for 

A. B  only needs to be convinced that the certificate belongs to  A . B  can now encrypt messages that only  A  can  
decrypt.  B  chooses a random integer  r   and computes

Q=N∗T r (Y a) , R=T r(X )

and transmits  Q, R   to  A  who decrypts the message to yield

N=Q /T a(R)

2. A Private Authentication Sheme

Assuming  B  owns a certificate based on the same public value  X  as well. Because only the secret parameters  a  and 

b  assure the secrecy, many participants may share the same  X  as is often the case in the Diffie-Hellman scheme where 

the public parameters  g , p   in  y≡gx
(mod p)   are fixed to some common values.
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Sharing their certificates, they automatically arrive at a common secret as above, but since the certificates are valid for  
a long time, the shared secret is also a fixed value during the validity interval. However, in order to encrypt messages, it  

is necessary to choose individual session keys. 

The following procedure is used to yield session keys:

a) The sender, say  B , chooses a large random integer  N , encrypts it with the public values of  A’s  certificate and 
sends it to  A. Only  A  is able to decrypt the message and to recover  N . 

b) Both calculate  K=Hash (N ,Z )   as the session key where  Z  is the long time shared secret.

Now  B  is able to send an encrypted message to  A, e.g. by using AES, and  B  can be sure that only  A  is able to  

decrpyt the message. On then other hand,  A  can be sure that only  B  was capable of creating this message because  
only  B  and  A  are in possession of the shared secret.

This scheme acts as a private encryption and authentication algorithm. A third party however cannot prove the scheme  

because the message can be altered and each participant may produce a message without ever having communicated 
with each other.

3. A Negotiated Secret Signature

In most cases the authentication of the sender of a message is sufficient. But there may be applications where the 

authorship of the document or the document itself has to be proved. A provable document is defined by using the terms  
introduced previously:

M={Qa, Ra ,Qb ,Rb, AES(N ,m)}

with  m  being the message in the clear, Q/R being the enciphered  N  using the certificates of  A  and  B  (the random 

numbers  N a, N b   in both ciphertext pairs  Qx ,Rx   should be different). Because the mathematics of RVB don’t 

feature any invertible parts, either  A  or  B  can produce messages  M  without involving their partner, so  M  alone  
cannot be proven without further assistance. 

We thus introduce a trusted third party as a bookkeeper. Both  A  and  B  must be registered as verified users by their  

certificates (which may be master certificates, not those used for the encryption of the message). All messages between 
A, B  and the bookkeeper are handled by the authenticated scheme above. As a signature,  A  and  B  send

H a=HMAC(X a , M ), H b=HMAC( Xb ,M )

to the bookkeeper using the secret value necessary to decrypt  N  and to calculate  Z . In order to assure the bookkeeper  
that they are referring to the same   M  , they agree on a further random value  T  and both send

H=HMAC (T , M )

to the bookkeeper. Because   A  and  B  will have processed  M  before, and found it a correct message, the bookkeeper 

may assume that they both want to sign the message, and stores {H , H a ,H b } as the signature. 

Note that the bookkeeper doesn’t have any knowledge about  M , because he doesn’t know  T . He can’t even link a  

message  M’  to any pair  {H 'a ,H 'b }   in his database, and it is possible for  A  and  B  to agree on some faked 

signature values for camouflage.

In case the authorship of a document has to be proven, the following procedure is executed: if  A  wants to prove the 

signature,  he presents the tuple  {m ,X a,T } ,  and the certificate he used to a judge. The judge can thus decrypt 

N   from  Qa ,Ra , encrypt  m  and calculate the signature value H a, H . He can now identify the triple 

{H , H a ,H b }   in his database. 

He is however not able to check  Qb ,Rb , H b , but there is no necessity to do so because  B  has delivered H

before, a value which he could only provide if he is the author, or the receiver of the message  m . He was identified 
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during this procedure by the bookkeeper through his master certificate in a private authentication scheme. A  was not 
able to provide these values.  B  is anyhow convicted – if he cooperates or not.

Please note that  the signing certificate of  A  is presented to the jugde only. This certificate does not need to be  

registered by the bookkeeper, and can be different from the certificate used in the private authentication schemes. 

Assume now  B  is cheating and presents a triple  {m' ,T ' , X 'b }   to the judge, claiming  A  is the author, or receiver 

of  m . The judge now can proceed as before. But to convince the judge,  B  has to choose his triple so that at least

H=HMAC (T , M )=HMAC (T ' , M ' ) ,

which can only be the case if

Bitstring (T +M )=Bitstring(T '+M ')

This  may  be  done  by  shifting  the  boundaries,  i.e.  taking  a  longer   T ' ,  and  a  shorter   M' .   But  since 
M'=AES (N ' ,m') ,  and only  m'   is  provided to the judge, he can do so only if  he has broken the AES 

encryption algorithm. As a matter of fact,  B  cannot cheat.

It is important to know that the signature certificate of  A  cannot be used in  the future because private key has been 

disclosed to the judge. Elder signatures are not concerned because nobody can link  Xa   to  {H , H a ,H b } , except 

for  A  and  B . Even being in possession of a message  M  and a triple  {H , H a ,H b } , nobody can claim to be the 

author of   M ,  because  Xa   is  already linked to  A.  But as the signing certificate  can be different  from the 

authentication certificate,  A  and  B can use individual certificates for each signing procedure, and negotiate these 
using the private authentication scheme.
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